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LIFE-CAR PLANNING, A MODEL, FUR EXPANSION

Career Counseling is finding its place in the sun and old-style

vocational or job counseling is passe. Counseling is moving rapidly

toward adopting an impressive array of new technologies for the career-

counseling process: Numerous examples of this enthusiasm at various levels

of development are in the current literature.

Skovholt an Hcenninger (1974) have demonstrated the successful use of

"Thided Fantasy;" a technique adopted from psychotherapy, in career-

-counseling groups. The impressive work of Holland draws continuous

interest and revision, as in the work of Cochran, Vinitsky and Warren

,(l974). Moore (1973) introduced the exciting idea of a "Career Newsletter"

with brief items taken from a number of periodical sources. And the list

of new ideas goes on and on, some large and all-inclusive, others small

and particular.

Numerous devices are now on the market for ready adoption or adaption

by the career counselor. AGA sells "Career Wheels." There's The Self-

Directed Search (Holland,.1974) and The Art of Developing a Career (Friel

and CarRhuff, 197,4). Computer retrieval systems and mail order testing

services are readily accessible.

Each of these ideas and resources, as well as countless others not

mentioned, is exciting in its awn right. 'Yet we are not near the point

of completion. No one idea will meet every need, nor should it, if the

field is to remain vigorous and to meet the needs of the variety of

clientele we serve. Each counselor is called upon to pick and choose; )

- test, validate or reject, and fit programs to local needs. With that in
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mind, the discussion below provides an altenat-Lve career counseling

approach, new in some respects, tried and true in 'others.

Background

Several years ago, the faculty of the School of Business Administra-

tidn at Southern Y.ethodit University decided to provide a life-career

resource center for their student body and themselves. The life-career

planning concepts and processes described were developed and tested while

the author we Director of Counseling in the subsequent Life Planning Center.

Why something new? The basic philosophy of the school was and is to

provide the student with the maximum opportunity for proactivity and self-

direction, with as little imposed external structure as possible. The

career-planninc, systcm,.described below represents an effort to show the

counseleewhat, but not how, he is to learriabout himself and the career

world, i.e., it is hoped that he will be encouraged to "exercise" his awn

ingenuity in finding ways to reach the program goals. Our ,goal was to

assure that the student-client developed a strong data base upon which to

build a Life-Career Plan. The "Plan" is conceived as in a constant state

of reformation throughout life, but it should be conceptualized in specific

terms as a representation of a general life direction.

general Concepts,

What is a "Career "? "Career" is not synonymous with "Job"! "(areer"

is not only "Work"! "Career" is not restricted to production fotreconomic

re',4axd. "Car r," as used in the Life Planning Center process, refers to
ry
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the combination of things that yield a sense of dirotion and ongoing

development to the individual and to a major extent his/her significant
6

others. In that sense, "Career" is the evolving whole of the adult growth

and development process. It is naturally reflected in the employment

sphere, the, place where most of us spend the majority of our waking hours

for 30 to 40 veers. The "Career" is not simply a reflection of ,i,That we el

are, it is a 7ajor portion of what we are and deserves appropriate attention.

.4hat is the role of the counselee? He is asked to be a proactive

thinker, searcher and synthesizer. Ee implements an extended search for

self and career data, Using every resource available, and is responsible

for pulling such data together, weighing the elements, and making decisions

and plans based on those conkderations.

What is the role of the counselor? The counselor, in the ideal, is

a resource to aid in instigating the search, reflects issues, raises

questions, and acts as a validity check for counselee perceptions of him-

self and the career world.

Me Process

Career planning is conceptualized in this process in four major phases:

Self-Exploration; Career-Exploration; Integration; and Action Planning.

The process may be visualized as broadening and subsequent focusing (see

Figure 1). In practice, there is considerable overlap of the four phases

as well gas the likelihood of recycling or looping back, particUlarly from

Career data to reinvestigation of various areas of Self data.

Insert Figure 1 About Here
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The phases, as outlined for the'counselee in the Career Planning

guide (Williamson & McAleer, 1973) suggest that he gather data about and

develop understanding in several areas. He may seek to reach the goal

in numerous ways. An abbreviated outline' follows:

I. Self-Exploration

A. Personal Values - An appraisal of those things, issues, etc. of high
r.

importance and of little importance to you.

Personality and Temperament Factors - What are those prominent character-

istics that identify you?

C. ;nterest Patterns

1. What activities interest you the most and least and why do they

affect you that way?

2. With what occupational-professional groups do you share common

interest patterns? Whatare the characteristics of these groups

that might beimportant to you?

D. Past Performance - That have you done most successfully and what made

you successful? Idellfy things at which you feel you have failed or

at which you feel you're been unsuccessful and why.

E. CUrrent Skills - Identify your skills and aptitudesregardle3s of how

small or large, how typical, or unusual.

F. Key Characteristics - From.all you've said above,'select those points,

you feel are most meaningful.

s
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G. Personal Profile S'urnary - Based on the preceding sections describe:

1. The. kinds of work activities, e.g. building, planning, etc., that

would seem most satisfying to me.

2. The kinds of work environment, e.g. quiet, outdoors, people, etc.,

that would seem most satisfying to me.

'3. The kinds of relationships with people, e.g. friendly, cooperati(ie,

supefV:Lsorv, etc., that are most satisfying to' me.

4. The kinds of work activities, environments, and relationships that

I should avoid ..or minimize.

Key Questions - Based on the profile of vourSelf you have developed,

think through and write, down the key questions you should ask tor find

the answers tio when youlook into the nature of potential careers and

jobs. What would vou like the answers to be?

Example: I'm a quiet, shy person. Would I be expected to make a big

show with a lot of strangers? I would like to hear that that would

not be expected initially, but I would be trained to handle public

contact.

II. Job/Career Exploration ti

Note: It is important to emphasize, that- the purpose of this exploration

is to gather information and impressions, .not to find a job. It is.alscr

important that the "Explorer" make that clear when he asks for interviews.

A. Potential Careers - List those careers you are considering (for what

ever reason); Describe the career as you now see it and note your



reasons for considering it. You will probal.-ly want to add to this list

as your explrations progress.

Ex7loraticn Plan - For each.carr you plan to explore, idell.k.x.y.

1. Several companies, agencies, etc. to interview.

2. he Career Steps (jobs, positions) to ex7lore.

a. LTrportait to talk to people who are actually' doing what

vol.; would expect to (cp.

3 Any special consideration,7 vou need to -,eep in mind.

JcIV'aree,- rata - For each person you intervlew, evaluate what you

learn in tems of:

1. Comparison with "Personal Inventory."

2. Comparison with "Current Skills."

3. Learning' needs to fill'thi person's position.

4. Conclusions.

D. Career Goal Selection - From thedata obtained in the foregoing explora-

tion ( ersonal and Job/Career), rank the potential careers in order of

6

priority as they now seem'to you to be desirable and obtainable.

Identify:

1. Princip. factors influencing the ranking.

2. Possibl or probable sequence of jobs in the career.

/

III. Job/Career Planning

A. Identif your Career Goal, e.g. Bank President

B. bevel a general description of your plans for achie

including the steps in the career ladder.

that goal,



C. Considerini: your current traits and skills, what needs do you have

preparatory to that goal, e.g., must study finance, develop management

skills, etc.?

What programs will help you develop the appropriate skills and traits,

e.g., master's degree program in finance?

. Break down vour preparat6ry needs and the programs to meet them as

specifically as you can, e.g., elementary accounting knowledge -

introduction to accounting course and degree program.

F. Repeat steps A through E for at least one alternate career course.

G. It is helprul to develop a schematic diagram of career plan with

a time frame. An example is provided below. (.Figure 2)

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Implementation

The abbreviated outline above represents a logical application of a

decision-making model based on data gathering, analysis, decision, and

action-step planning. Methods of implementation are bounded only by the

imagineSion (or its absence) of the client-counselor team. Along with

our clients, we have identified several general kinds of activities that

seem profitable.

The key to self-exploration lies in three activities:

a

1. Introspection is a sine qua non in the process of self-discovery.

Many clients learn to examine themselves in new ways with only

v 1J
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enCouragement frem their coun.,ekr. The student put it

succinctly: "I never expected to have to-answer such-questions

about myself."

Few of us ret direct unsolicited feedback about ourselves. It is

useful, in developinz self-}mowledge, tc zather well thought-out

impre.7sions from those around us. It is a general recommendation

that client; solicit Lmrpressier'z, positive and/or negative, from

a variety cf 7)ersons, e.g. employe , friends and teachers, along

the various dimensions of the self-exploration. More concrete

scurce 73V also be useful such as review cf past performance and

ratings on the lob. Acquiring feedback may be a threatening task

initially, but is particularly rewarding when conducted conscientiously.

Clients develorla wide variety of approaches, including in-depth

interview,extensive questionnaires, and free and easy "bull ses-m

sions," to, get at the data.

3. Exploring oneself with a professional counselor seems'very helpful

during the self-exploration phase. In counseling sessions, the

client deals with materials developed in 1 and 2 above as well as

,exploring new ideas about himself. It is here that questions are

raised and ideas validated, in effect a synthesis of self data

takes place. At times the 'client may also want to call on psycho-

metric data acquired through the counselor or,other sources.

1,mplementation of the career investigation is somewhat less complex,

but may be more time-consuming for the client. Many clients show enthusiasm

-ft:- ac tl'_v:.*:_y an it his an air of "realness" about it. He identifies
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several careers that see:- of intertst. vost ger.erallv, these are careers

that he has been considering creviously.due to interests, parental advice,

etc., but they may be idea, from any number of sources, e.g. interest tests,

counselor suggestions, perusal of odcupational literature, etc. As the ,

investigation 7roceeds, others may be added and so : "e will be dropped. For

each career, the client gathers two kinds of data:

1. Factual data 7.10.y be gathered.from any n..,1-.ter of sources including

personnel officers, printed materials, audio-visual aids, etc.

Sore of these may be .provided by the counselor/agency, but the

general idea is for the client to dig into old and new sources,

e.g..'driopping by personnel offices, unions, etc. to get information.

2. Figuratively the question, "What would it be like in this career

orTuesday mornings?" must be.answered. The client is encouraged

to meet with people at various stages in the career under considera-

tion, to talk with them about what it's-like and to compare their"

needs, interests and abilities to his own. One client wisely suggests

the fdllowing strategy for getting a balanced view. He asked each

person he talked with to present the most convincing argument for

his seeking a similar career.' Once finished, he then asked the

person to convince him not to take that path: 'Needless to say,

the second quese_on caught people off guard and thereby hopefully

gained more candid 4cpinions.

Hence, the client gains. two kinds- of information and impressions to

Compare to hrs own self-knowledge. First; what ae the general dharadie-r-
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istic5 of the cart:..er? Secondly, p\i well does the career fit his own

pattern cf needs and interests? Are its,rewards an pressures in keeping

with the way he sees himself?

Integration of the self and carer\ data. naturally follows from the

general design of theprogram. The,effectiveness of the integration seems

contingent upon the quality of the counselor- client interactions and the

-;om-,rehensivencE,s the ,"Yey Quest:0ns." if the client And the counselor

o.7)enly and thoroughly discuss the impressions gatherec andhielgh the

alternatives octrefully, aiming for congruity between self-knowledge and

the career goal, a higher degree cf clientsatisfaction may lie expeced. -

The format of the "Plan" is not rigidly specified, but reflects' the

needs and style of the individual client. In general, a plan should

include five elements (note Figure 2):

-1. A frame or continuum of reference along which to project and

gauge progress: Most clients use a time reference, but others.

, think in terms of other indications of advancement, e.g. money.,

2. A series of objectives: Sequential objectives in a plan should

be logical in terms of a long-range goal and probably should be

progressively more general in ielatiOnship to. their posi 'onS on

the continuum.

3. Learning or acquisition elements: The plan should identify what

okill u:cwlcdgc, ctc. must be acquired in order to reasonably

expect attainment of each objective in the series. This requires

thorough knowledge of the demand characteristics of each objective.

4. Decision points: The plan should include projected pOints at

y 9.4
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Which the decision would be made:to contin4 with the plan as is

#

or to modify it on new insights or external factors.

5. Alternative paths: In.conjunction with decision 16oitItS,-it seems

advisable to preselect general alternative dIreCtions Which might

seem appropriate at later points.

...Li'

Conclusions

What can be said for and against this approach and upon what base?

As new as the system is, early indications are that it is of considerable

value as an alternative other "Counseling Center" and."Self-Directed"

aproaches . i early forms, as well as its current working form, ihe,four-,

part process has been used by in excess of three hundred students as well

as numerous faculty and staff members and representatives of the "mid-career

1%.
blues" business -ommunity. Their reactions are positive at the beginning

of new career plans and they project that the results will be positive as

the "plan" is implemAted and completed. Certainly this is not sufficient

proof of ultimate validity, but is indicative of usefulness until such time

,,as"long-range data is available. /

Severaladvantages to the client, the agency, and the prospective employer

have bqen noted. The individual takes a thorough and reasbnably comprehensive 1

look at himself in the context of setting a direction. In that process, he

has the opportunity to collect fresh and "real world" based irmpresSirs

of himself and careers he's considering. He can integrate this search and

planning ch with other resources and programs available to him, e.g.

career seminars, "cahned" career information -programs,. etc. And perhaps
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most importantly, he d&Neloos a new level of proactive decision-making

skill to be reapplied as the need arises.

The agenc (school, counsnling: service, public service) has the benefit

of a relatively inexpensive comprehensive career giLdance system. There is

less need for complex data retrieval systers or .large information storage

capacity. Depending upon counselor skills, clients at numerous levels can

br served, anc the system is less likely to breed agency reliance than are

mere "counselor-based" applications of trait-factc.--, approaches.

A final benefit, not predicted, has been pointed ottt by cur students.

limrloyers seem to look with favor upon prospe.ctive employees who have

eveloped a solid career plan. Those students who have discussed-t1 r

searcb and planning activities with prospective employers report that they

are very well 'received. The benefit to business is obvious: less aimless

job floundering.

What then are the disadvantages? Two stand out. First, the process is

highly time consuming7if carried out thoroughly. Students point this out

frequently, addirrg that it is time well spent. None the less, this raises
-.

problems for the client Who is not psychologically "ready"sto put in the

time and effort. With such clients, it would seem better to do something

less thorough and come back for a more extended effort at a more opportune

Finally, and it seers ironic, many teachers, counselors, and advisors

show concern over exercising control, making sure the client has "done an

adequate job." It is our experience thus far that given enough input on

, the front enc, most clients will monitor themselves quite well. For those
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who don't, it is certainly questionable what value there is in l'ohecking up"

on them.

Needless to say, our experience thus far is with a very Verbally- and

socially-skilled sector of the co. unity. It is no secret that all too

many counseling system are developed on college campuse's to then be applied-

inappropriately to other populations. Currently, individual and group

A,'A:.stat:^n;-; are being applied with vari:Als'new samples including
Sri .kcal -no-

the physicall and socially disabled, military personnel and junior college

students. This particular system does seem adaptable to a variety of client

types and we anxiously await input regarding its successes and failures.
.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1

Career Planning Phases

FIGURE 2

Career Path Diagram
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